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Abstract: Statistical methods, using mathematical models as complement, are useful approaches for process optimization. In 
this paper Response Surface Methodology (RSM) with Canonical Analysis was applied to achieve the optimization; 
Analyzed data were obtained from a machining process.  Results suggest that Central Composite Design used as complement 
of Canonical Analysis are useful methods to predict the interest point and confidence tools for modeling and optimization. 
The canonical analysis for saddle point, is a good tool for optimization, when we know and control the input variables; then 
Central Composite Design with Canonical Analysis can be an alternative method to data analyze, when the regression model 
from the experimental design is adequate or satisfies the assumptions with the statistical tests and it is fulfilled by the 
evaluation criteria of the statistical model. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays an optimal determination for the process set parameters is a common activity in industry business. 

Adjustment of parameters requires a model, which is generated with information extracted from the interest process using 
DOE or historical data. In this paper, two methodologies to find an optimal set of parameters and the analysis of the optimal 
point for a machining process are presented. Regression model success depends on the correct experimental design, usually 
considering a non linearity in the process response (Benyounis and Olabi, 2008). The main advantage of the regression model 
is the relationship between variables explanation and the use of common mathematic methods to find an optimum solution 
(Paliwal and Kumar, 2009). In the model, characterization and exploration of a response surface, also the optimal set of 
parameters can be estimated. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) has showed excellent results to this assumptions; it is 
due by the eigenvalues obtained from the complete quadratic polynomial, which is adjusted from the experimental design and 
might be expressed in compact form as. 
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This matrix plays an important role in the optimal levels estimation of the predict factors, when the response 

variable presents an optimal. In fact, their magnitude and sign characterize completely the founded point or system. 
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